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Present: Janet Ford (JF) (CNet), Javed Khan (JK) (CNet), Helen Speight (HS) (HWB Forum Co-Chair), Peter Horner (PH) (Young Lives 

Forum), Yasmin Khan (YK) (Safer Communities Forum Co-Chair), Steve Blackman (SB) (Volunteering Bradford), Ben Cross (BC) (BVCSA), 

Humma Nizami (HN) (Race Equality Network), Kim Shutler (KS) (Chair), Mark Nicholson (MN) (Equality Together), Soo Nevison (SN) 

(CABAD), Jon Royle (JR) (Safer Communities Forum Co-Chair) 

In attendance: Saima Ashfaq (minutes), Paul Stephens from 2:30pm 

Apologies: Gillian Brown, Vickie Beere (VB), Nasim Qureshi (NQ), Penny Wangari-Jones, Julie Cullen 

Item 
 

 Action 

1 
 

Introductions, and apologies   
Note:  
i.   Declarations of interest to be declared against each agenda item as appropriate 
ii.  Equalities:  Discussions/decisions/issues that may have a disproportionate effect on protected 
characteristics to be raised against each agenda item as appropriate. 
 

 
 

2 Minutes of previous meeting and matters arising 
 
Minutes agreed as true and correct. 
 

 Item 4 – Act As One Engagement Plan – KS said that BC had pulled together a list of people 
from the VCS that are attending Act As One meetings, however it is very unclear who has invited 
them to attend, in what capacity and what mechanisms there are to feedback to the VSC. KS 
assumed that they should feedback to the Assembly.  JK added that James Drury had said at the 
information session that anyone could attend meetings and feedback, however in the working 
groups there will need to be some structure.  KS to speak to Mike Hindmarsh regarding this.   
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Programmes 
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 Item 5 – Scenario Planning Feedback – JF has collated and refined feedback from Scenario 
Planning.  VB to have a look to see if it is on the right lines.  KS asked all to feedback to be sent 
to JF and asked for volunteers for a T&FG to make recommendations on how to take this forward 

 Item 5 – Engagement Plan for Sector Strategic Objectives – JK was to consider how to 
engage with wider stakeholders to receive feedback about the Strategic Objectives, via event.  JK 
said that once feedback received and collated by the ASG T&FG as above we can look at how to 
share with the wider VCS via an event, info session or maybe with the Assembly Conference. 

 Item 6 – Forum Priorities – JF said that this was ongoing, and will be on the agenda of each 
forum to agree 

 Declarations of Interest (DOI) – None raised.  KS suggested having the DOI’s at the beginning 
of the meeting as well as each agenda item.  All agreed.  JF said this will be done at forum 
meetings also. JF has sent around a register of declarations of Interest.  Discussion around 
whether the current register meets the needs of openness and transparency following the FOI 
request.   

 Governance – ASG info on the CNet website has been updated as much as possible however 
CNet are transitioning to new website which can potentially include different formats for 
information.  JR suggested periodic updates and achievements from ASG to aid transparency.  
KS suggested short videos like Health and Care Board does. Agreed to look at getting out key 
messages jointly between the Assembly and BVCSA. BVCSA have a meeting today, HS will 
contact JF to take forward.  Also need to share the work the ASG do that enable funds to come 
into the sector and fund smaller organisations.   

 

JF to resend strategy 
document for 
comments and T&FG 
to take forward 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SA to look into the 
possibility short 
broadcasts recorded 
by ASG to VCS 
 
JF & HS to look at how 
to promote finance 
messages to the 
sector 
 

3 Strategic Equalities Group Update 
JF updated.  The Group now has a timescale identifying ideas that address equality across the work 
streams – Equalities, Communities, Leadership and Workforce service design.  JF had previously 
circulated slides to bring everyone up to speed.  The aim of the group is to embed Equalities in all 
agendas particularly public service decision making bodies.  After a meeting tomorrow will have a clearer 
idea of how people can get involved and the difference it will make.  Have asked people to look at an 
idea that will dismantle inequalities in the district, however where this will lead is not clear currently. 
 
MN: So far this Group has been very aspirational and although there has been a good response to the 
request for ideas it has not been as clear as it should be.   
 
KS said that after having spoken to Dermot it seems they are struggling for people to articulate 3 game 
changing ideas on each strand.  Ideas will be consulted on with stakeholders and recommendations 
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made to the Health & Wellbeing Board.  After this the Equalities T&FG will be reformed to take it forward.  
There is some overlap with other things especially workforce and leadership.   There will be a workshop 
with a facilitator to narrow down big ticket items. 
 
JK pointed out that there has been a massive focus on inequalities however we are still yet to hear what 
resources have been allocated and timescales.  All intelligence and data is there at what point will they 
put a timetable against it and allocate some serious resources.  
 
YK added there needs to be a clear commitment and leadership from the Health & Wellbeing Board to 
take this forward.  We need to align with Council and Health Equalities plans to ensure consistency of 
diversity and inclusion.  HS said the Health & Wellbeing Partnership Board are pushing a totally data 
driven, science solution to inequalities.   
 

4. Assembly Conference 
 
JK to bring back outline and ideas for next meeting.  JK asked all to send any ideas to JF 
 

 Act As One 

 Coming out of Covid  

 Shining a light on ASG work 

 Addressing inequalities 

 Smaller segments for the conference 

 Celebrate the work of grassroots orgs throughout Covid – JR, BC and HN to get together with JF 
and JK to look at engaging and connecting with small real grassroots groups. 

 

 
All send ideas for 
Assembly Conference 
to JF 
 
 
JF, JK, JR, BC to look 
at how to engage and 
connect with small 
grassroots orgs 

5. Workforce and People Plan Update 
Paul Stephens is the VCS Rep of the Integrated (Workforce) People Board (IPB) and presented an 
update of the People Plan for ASG to respond as a Sector 

 The People Plan is meant to reflect workforce challenges, aspirations, opportunities among other 
things across the District of the Health & Care workforce 

 Links in to Act as One, the overall strategy of Healthy at Home and the movement of change 

 Recognising the VCS are system partners 

 PS asked whether the ASG on behalf of VCS would want to put together their own People Plan 
 
Paul gave a short Powerpoint Presentation on the People Plan.  Key comments: 
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 KS said that there was a direct alignment with the ASG Strategic Objectives in the People section, 
would be good to map this across 

 Paul is meeting with Soo and can to discuss and come back to ASG with a suggestion of 
how to link in with the ASG Strategic Objectives. All agreed 

 HS: We are in the process of adopting the Bradford for Everyone shared values, which is good 
however how do they align with the Equalities Group of which Workforce and Leadership are a 
part of?  KS added that a lot of work is going on in the IPB but it is only for Health and Care, 
would be good to use the ground work already done to extend beyond Health & Care.  HS asked 
if Paul had spoken to Humma to ensure engagement with BAME groups. 

 Paul said he would meet with Soo and do a mapping exercise with what they have and share 
across ASG as a first draft and then link other things in 

 SN: Leadership Bid was not successful with Give Bradford, however we were already in 
discussions with the CCG around System Leadership for the VCS.  Decided to merge Leadership 
and System Leadership into a programme.  Funds have come from the CCG, Community Action 
Trading Arm and another West Yorkshire funding pot.  Requesting 24 people to come and co-
design the leadership programme.  For the Co-design, small organisations who send their staff 
onto the programme will receive £50 for each of the 3 sessions.  All sessions from April will be 
free however a refundable deposit will need charged initially.  The focus for the sessions will be 
Leadership in Your Organisation and Leadership in Your System.  Targeted primarily at those that 
lead in an organisation but are not CEO’s, leadership at every level.  BC added that most orgs 
don’t have different levels of leadership and this would be very valuable to smaller groups. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Paul Stephens to 
forward Draft Plan / 
mapping exercise for 
ASG to consider a 
response  

6. Representative feedback from meetings 
i. Skills for work  

PH: Skills for Work requested a VCS Rep, NQ and PH attended the first meeting to gauge 
what it was about.  Essentially they are a Council Internal Governance Board for the Skills for 
Work Programme and are currently trying to improve their internal governance.  PH offered to 
look at the governance.  In terms of voice and influence not much to do currently as they are 
working on their governance.  NQ to attend for year to try and shape the thinking and then the 
Rep role can go out to the sector.  PH will deputise for NQ.  Discussion around having ASG 
members attend meetings to shape the role until it is clear and then a Rep can be elected from 
the VCS.  Agreed to include ASG members to cover ad hoc meetings until rep roles are 
clarified.   

ii. Equalities Group  
iii. Other 
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7. 
 

Future model for voice and influence  
 NQ is taking a lead on this with JK and JF 

 JF has sent NQ a number of different models including the one VB had sent, however have not 
met to discuss this as yet 

 JF said they were still researching and that any model will only be as effective as the resources 
allocated to it  

 YK asked if there should be a timeframe 

 JK added that any model will only be effective as the resources out next to it.  Also it ties in with 
the infrastructure contract 

 KS suggested SN contact Mahmood.  If SN has not heard from Mahmood in next 24 hours, ASG 
will send formal letter next Tuesday at the informal meeting 

 

 
  

8. Date of next meeting:   
 
TBA 
 

 

9. AOB 
 
Meeting finished at 3:10pm 
 

 
 

 


